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SUMMA.RY This paper outlines thedevebpment of a large scale, parallel borehole system for in-situ 
gasification of deeper coal. By use of modern deviated drilling techniques, operation of high pressure and 
engineering analysis the systems demonstrated on a small corrmercial scale in the U.S.S.R and by field 
trials elsewhere can be extended to yield high outputs of gas per borehole at attractive costs. 

A cost analysis is presented for a demonstration plant for producing 60 MW of electricity from gas 
generated from deep coal at Leigh Creek, S0uth Australia. Apparently raw gas can be rrade for about 
$1 per GJ and electricity for about Sc per KWH. A limited trial which would prove the underlying 
gasification concepts is also described. A successful demonstration of in-situ gasification with air would 
open tne door to underground gasification with oxygen. 

In-sicu gasification of coal with oxygen promises to become the preferred source of syngas and synthetic 
liquid fuels when the shortage of oil recurrs. 

INTRODUCTION 

Australia is faced with declining self sufficiency 
in petroleum. Despite vigorous exploration, 
reserves have been falling and production is likely 
to halve before the mid 1990's. The recent fall in 
oil prices threatens to reduce exploration activity 
and aggravate the position. Thus we are faced with 
both declining security of supply und an increasing 
bill for im.ports. 

It is important that local production of liquid fuel 
be increased. In-situ gasification of coal to 
produce synthesis gas for conversion to liquid fuels 
offers a low cost means to this end. It has the 
particular advantage of being applicable to deep and 
low grade coals, leaving the higher quality, rrore 
easily mined coals for other purposes including 
exports. Moreover it has lesser impact on land, air 
and water environments. In-situ gasification is 
also applicable to the generation of electricity. 

'fo secure high outputs and low costs it is necessary 
to increase the scale and scope of the established 
technology. Pilot tests and some years' experience 
with a demonstration plant will necessarily precede 
full scale corrrnercialization. 

A pre-feasibility study1 of a suitable demonstration 
plant has been funded by N.E.R.D.D.C. assisted by 
Electricity Trust of S.A. and the S.A. Department of 
Mines and Energy. The study indicated generation of 
50 to 70 M\'1 of electricity at Leigh Creek to be 
economically viable and is described later herein. 

2 HISTORICAL D~VE!llPMEN'l' Ol' IN-SITU GASH'IC/VrION 

The concept of
3
in-situ gasifications of coal devel

oped in Russia , the U.K. and the U.S.A. late last 
century as a m-2ans to reduce the cost and the 
hazards of underground co.._,_l mining. 'fhe first rrajor 
experiments were in the U.S.S.R. between the wars. 
Shortly after World War 2 tests were carried out in 
a number of countries but interest waned in the 
period when oil was cheap and since then most rrajor 
trials have been in the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. 
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The only comnercial scale applications are in the 
U.S.S.R. where two small facilities, all ai.r blown, 
produce gas for electricity generation, district 
heating and industrial purposes. 

Trials using oxygen/steam have been carried out in 
the U.S.S.R, by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, by 
Texas Utilities and rrost recently, between 1Y78 and 
1982, by Gulf R&o4 at Rawlins, Wyoming. 'rhcse have 
demonstrated that oxygen-steam gasification is rrorc 
ef f icicnt than air gasification and presents no 
particular problems. Building on this experience, 
the firm Energy International Inc. (who have 
inherited Gulf's ex1.)Crtise) is vigorously advancing 
a comnercial facilityS at Hawlins to convert over 
1.5 m te p.a. of coal in-situ qasification with 
oxygen/steam to syngas and thence to transport fuels 
(using Fischer Tropsch synthesis) and synthetic 
natural gas. 

A deep seam trial is also planned for France. 

1Wo broad geometrical arrangements of inlet and 
outlet boreholes have been used to access coal. In 
one the holes are drilled vertically at a spacing oi 
up to 25 meters and thus intersect a horizontal scilln 
roughly at right angles. Each hole thus accesses 
only coal imnc:iiiately below and drilling costs vary 
directly with depth and inversely with seam 
thickness. 

In the second, boreholes are drilled within (or 
slightly below) the seam. Hitherto this has been 
possible only where the seam dips steeply peimitting 
the drilling of straight holes within the cu~l from 
the SULfacc (RS U.t S.Abinsk in the U,S.S.H. and the 
triul~ at Rawlins) or where drilliny is dollc Lrow < 

drive (tu1mcl) within a horizontal seam as in trials 
at Ncwnl<.tn Spinney6 in the U.K. 

Hccent advances in deviated drilling now mE1ke it 
possible to drill from the surface into slightly 
sloping or horizontal seams and to continue drilling 
within the seam for perhaps a kilometre. In this 
way the volume of coal accessed per metre of hole 
may 00 increased mE1ny times, with a corresponding 



reduction in drilling cost per unit of coal 
gasified. 

The use of coal at depth makes possible operation 
at pressure which further reduces costs. The use of 
long holes minimizes disturbance at the surface. A 
further advantage of this system is that boreholes 
are not liable to disruption by subsidence of the 
cover into the cavity created. 

lt is necessary at the outset of gasification to 
link the inlet ei.'nd outlet holes and initiate the 
reaction. A major developnent of the Russians was 
the "reverse combustion linkage" which works well in 
low rank coals at distances to about 25 metres. 
Several other techniques are available. 

Modern systems for in-situ gasification rely on in
seam boreholes to minimize costs and disturbance at 
the surface. Gasification with oxygen/steam(rather 
than air) is necessary if syngas is required. 

3 AVAILABILITY OF SUITABLE COAL IN AUSTRALIA 

N.E.R.D.D.C. sponsored a prograrrrne of work at the 
University of Newcastle 7 which included a survey of 
coal resources unsuited to mining by conventional 
means but suitable for in-situ gasification. Only 
considered were seams of minimum two metre thickness 
close to potential markets for gas for production of 
electricity or conversion to synfuels. Reserves 
identified included: 

about 600 million tonnes at Collie, W.A. 

about 2,000 million tonnes of high-ash coal, 
below seam.s currently being mined for power 
generation on the Central Coast of N.S.W. 

several hrmdred million tonnes of coal with 
high sulphur tops on the Greta-South Maitland 
field in N.S.W. 

large quantities in the Upper Hunter River 
area of N.S.W. 

about 100 million tonnes in the Moreton field 
in Queensland." 

about 250 million tonnes at Leigh Creek (S.A.) 
below the lowest open cut limit. While dist
ant from markets this site offers particular 
advantages for an initial derronstration (seam 
nature and thickness, depth, infrastructure). 

Sane other resources with good market location will 
require developnent of gasification techniques and 
experience (e.g. the thick seams with high water 
make and low overburden in S.A. - Wakefield, 
Kingston etc.), also seams with massive igneous 
overburden (Fingal, Baccus Marsh). 

Additionally, for the longer term, there are·vcry 
large deposits of very deep coal in the Cooper Basin 
of S.A. and also undoubtedly in the Bowen Basin 
(Queensland) and the Sydney Basin. 

It is concluded that Australia has very large 
reserves of coal suitable for in-situ gasification 
but unsuited to conventional mining. Moreover, m::ist 
of this resource is at depths below 200 rnetreswhere 
the appropriate in-situ gasification technique is to 
use in-seam boreholes. Work at the University of 
Newcastle has been directed to understanding this 
system and developing reliable and cost effective 
layouts for it. 
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4 COST OF IN-SI'l'U GASIFICATION 

4. 1 Comparisons 

Where coal energy is required say for firing boilers 
in power plants, in-situ gasification performs the 
frmctions not only of mining but also of surface 
transport of coal, preparation of coal and disposal 
of ash, as indicated in Figure 1. Sulphur and dust 
are more easily rerrcved from fuel gas than from 
stack gases. Boiler plant for gas is much less 
costly than for coal. Moreover the availability of 
energy as gas makes feasible the use of efficient, 
low capital cost co:nbined cycle generation. 

<o<>l mlooo 

MINING ANO SURFACE GASlflCl.T!ON 

IN - SITU GASIFICATION 

Fig. 1 IN-SITU GASIFICATION & MINING 

Where the energy is required as syngas, in-situ 
gasification eliminates the dirty and unsightly 
surface gasifiers, coal handling and ash handling 
facilities which comprise 30% to 40% of the capital 
cost of conventional plant for producing syngas, 
with corresponding reduction in annual costs. An 
oxygen plant and gas cleaning, shift conversion and 
carbon dioxide removal facilities are needed 
whether gasification is carried out in surface 
facilities or und~rgrormd. 

In-situ gasification minimizes disruption of the 
environrrent by noise, dust, structures and transport 
systems. In sane circumstances foul water may be 
disposed of into the reaction front. It has much 
less impact on the land-surf ace than open-cut mining 
particularly where the in-seam borehole system is 
used. Subsidence effects are similar to those of 
longwall mining. 

It is apparent from the above that to get valid cost 
comparisons it is necessary to consider the coal 
winning - coal using system as a whole. 

4.2 The Cost Structure Of In-Situ Gasification 

The costs involved in in-situ gasification include: 

drilling and preparing boreholes. 'l'his 
increases with the depth of scam. 'l'hc cost 
per rmit of energy delivered is inversely 
proportionnl to the quantity of coal accessed 
per borehole (i.e. to scam thickness 
multiplied by length of borehole within the 
seam multiplied by width of panel gasified I.-Jer 
hole). For thick seams at modest de~ths (200 
metres) borehole costs below $0. 2 rer GJ arc 
readily achievable. For deep coal long 
boreholes at wide spacings offer econcmic 
benefit. 
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surface piping and control equipment. Costs 
are generally less than the above. Unit costs 
fall as output per borehole increases as well 
as with quantity of coal accessed. 

provision and compression of the blast. For 
the low pressure air blown systems used in the 
U.S.S.R. from 2 to 4 bars pressure was required 
and no pressure energy was recoverable. 
Compression of air absorbed up to 15% of the 
mechanical energy produced and was a major 
cost item. With gasification at higher 
pressures, pressure energy is recoverable from 
th~ increased volume of product gas. 

gas cooling and cleaning is a substantial cost 
item. For syngas the equipment required is 
similar to that needed for surface 
gasification. In the U.S.S.R. water washing 
in a simple packed tower was used to clean gas 
generated by air blowing prior to combustion. 
(but see Section 6.4). 

5 A M:lDERN IN-SEAM BOREHOLE SYSTEJ.1 

It appears from the above that to achieve low costs 
it is desirable to operate at pressure and toaccess 
as much coal as possible per metre of borehole, i.e. 
to use wide spacing and long in-coal lengths of 
borehole. The programrne carried out for 
N.E.R.D.D.C. at the University of Newcastle 
investigated the scope and limitations of these 
variables. 

5.2 13orehole Length 

There is considerable experience in Australia of the 
rapidly developing technology of deviated drilling. 
It is certainly feasible to drill from the surface 
for a kilOIT'Ctrc or more and to deviate to follow a 
coal seam. The drilling of hundreds of metres 
within a coal seam is certainly possible at reason
able cost and there is a reasonable basis for 
est.iniating costs. Drilling down dip is less arduous 
than drilling horizontally. 

5.3 Lateral Spacing Of Boreholes 

The only experienc~ with in-situ gasification using 
multiple boreholes has been in the small comnercial 
operation in steeply dipping coal at S.Abinsk in the 
U.S.8.R and one trial in a thin (0.8 meter), 
horizontal seam at Newnan Spinney in the U.K. in 
1959. Both were in hard coal. 

Russian experience established a limit of 20 to 2"5 
metres for the reverse combustion linkage method. 
This spacing was largely used at S.Abinsk but was 
successfully extended to 40 metres in thick (up to 9 
metre) seruns. The trial in the United Kingdom burned 
out the full width of its 23 metre spacing. 

To optomize system design a mctho:.1 is needed to 
detennine what maximum latera.l borehole spcing may 
be used for a given mass flow of gas and borehole 
length. No such model has been available, either 
theoretical or empirical. 'I'he current objective of 
the University of Newcastle progranme is to develop 
such a rrodel. 

5.4 The Newcastle Computational Model8 

The mo:l.el uses a simple "ideal 11 system of a cavity 
with smooth sides tapering towards the exit borehole 
as indicated in Figure 2. Inputs are coal 
properties (composition, heat content), water 
leakage, system width, roof break width, blast 
properties, and flow rate. Adjustable parameters 
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for packed bed flow, apparent reactivity and ash 
blanketing were used to test sensitivity. They will 
enable the model to be adjusted for a particular 
seam from the results of a limited field test so 
that reliable extrapolation may be made to a larger 
conmercial system. The programne computes the 
developnent with time and distance of cavity shape, 
gas analysis, and thermal efficiency. 

i,._.____1---.I 
L3 L4 

open in coal 
reduction 

Fig. 2 REACTION FRONT 

It is assumed that the pc'l.11el of coal gasific"'<l is 
wide enough to ensure complete collapse of the r.oof 
{as in longwall mining) since othc1v1ise the void 
space leads to instability in operation, p.:trtic
ularly in deep coal. 

,Incoming air or oxygen/steam perineates from 
! upstream, through the zone of broken rock, to the 
reaction front. 

Exit boreholes are parallel and within the seam. 

Within the model one parameter reflects the flow 
characteristics within the fallen roof zone. With 
adjustment only to this parameter the moclel 
predicted very closely the gas analysis, exit 
.temperature, and the shape of the burned-out cavity 
both·in laboratory tests at the University of 
Newcastle and the tests at NeMTB.n Spinney. 

Some further elaboration is required to correctly 
reflect the effect of water flow. 

Results so far establish that the model can be used 
with confidence to extrapolate the results of field 
trials and ccrrmercial experience. It will also 
indicate the key observations required in future 

5. 5 Computed Relationships (Mass Plow, Width, Length) 

Firstly, the model produces results in agreement 
with U.S.S.R generalizations: 

performance (thermal efficiency, gas specific 
energy) fall off rapidly with seam thicknesses 
below than 2 metres. 

perfo1~ia.nce increases slightly with gas mass 
flow rate above a certain minimwn rate (with
out linli t if the borehole is long enough) . 

the effect of water ingress is great. 



Secondly, n~w results, subject to developnent, 
indicate that: 

performance is not very sensitve to the width 
of the system, reactivity of the coal or 
accumulation of ash provided that system 
length is great enough. 

the active borehole length required is prop
ortional to the mass flow of oxygen per metre 
of seam thickness for any particular coal. 
{For the pilot trial proposed in Section 8 
this indicates an active zone about 20 metres 
long which should be adequately observable in 
the 60 metre length proposed). 

increase in system pressure improves 
performance and reduces the length required. 

oxygen/steam or oxygen/water gasification 
requires less length than air and gives 
slightly higher thenna.l efficiency. 

5.6 Integrity Of Inlet and Outlet Boreholes 

It is imerative that the inlet and outlet boreholes 
are not darraged during the life of a panel by 
subsidence over the burned out area. This is best 
achieved by locating the inlet boreholes within the 
seam between the outlet holes. This has added 
advantages of making for a compact surf ace layout 
and of distributing the oxidant uniformly to the 
reaction front. 

. One potential problem with this arrangement is to 
prevent the reaction front burning back along the 
inlet holes. Lawrence Livennore Laboratories 
have developed the 11 Crip 11 system for controlling 
burn-back. Here the inlet holes are cased with a 
light steel liner which is cut off (using a 
retractable lance) from time to tline as the reaction 
front advances. Alternatively, work at the 
University of Newcastle has shown by laboratory 
trials and also computer studies that burn-back can 
be controlled by injecting a sll\311 quantity of liquid 
water with the inlet oxidant. '.rhis invention9 has 
been patented. 

6 PROPOSED TRIAL AT LEIGH CREEK 

It will be necessary to get some years' experience 
with a system of substantial size before large 
scale, low- cost gasification of deep coal could be 
undertaken with confidence. 

It appeared this experience could most readily be 
obtained with an air-blown system applied to a 
read_ily accessed coal seam with gas being used to 
generate electricity for sale. 

ph~den Pacific Pty. Ltd, in association with Prof. 
1-~:- McC. Stewart and Golder & Associates Pty. Ltd, 
-~s_, camrissioned by The Electricity 'rrust of S.A. 
<;1,P.8- the S./\. Department of Menerals & Energy to 

:;<s9:FfY out a pre feasibility study of such a system. 
~lt;-,?~udy was frmded by N.E.R.D.O.C. and is 

-,Cribed below. 

Selection Of Site 

¢leeper coal below the ultimate depth (200 
:i::_s) of the Electricity Trust's open cut mine at 
,,_->cr_eck S .A. was selected for the study. The 
, ~~-~ here is 11 to 13 metres thick and it dips 

-_--::to 15° which would facilitate drilling. 
_rable information is available on the nature of 
,: :it. About 250 million tonnes of coal at depth 
_t: for recovery by opencast nrining in the 
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foreseeable future is available. 

Infrastructure is available. There is a substantial 
local electricity load and a high voltage 
connection to the S.A. grid. A satisfactory trial 
here would also open the door to developrrent of the 
larger but more difficult S.A. deposits. 

6.2 General Specification Of Derronstration Plant 

It was agreed with the South Australian Authorities 
that: 

a gas turbine powered electricity generating 
plant should be used so as to minimize usage 
of scarce water. 

plant capacity should maximize econcmies of 
scale without exceeding capacity of the 
existing transmission system { ie 50 to 70 MW). 

the systern should be laid out for ct cocrmercial 
life of 25 years. 

the area Lo be gasified should be laid out so 
as not to sterilize re110ining coal or to 
interfere with existing or foreseeable future 
open cut mining operations. 

Economic considerations dictated that the largest 
practicable standard equiµnent be used. Brown 
Boveri turbines of 35 Ml"J nondnal capacity were 
selected. 'fWo such tmits would consume aOOut 30 
million tonnes of coal over a life of 25 years • 

Dr.L.K. Walker of Golder & Associates was retained 
to evaluate the geology and hydrology of the area 
and define the area to be gasified. He has since 
undertaken some additional study and has rep::>rted10 
further on faulting, hydrology and roof conditions. 
While much closer examination will be necessary, 
this preliminary work indicates in-situgasification 
at pressure to be feasible. 

6. 3 Detailed Ocsign Of Grtsif ication System 

'l'he number and spacirg of holes assumed in the 
design is based largely on Russian experience but 
the gecmetric disposition of holes {parallel 
Production and Blast boreholes within the seam) is 
as shown in Fioure 3. 
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The design output is taken to be 20 MW { therma.l) per 
output (ie production) borehole. To achieve a total 
output of 60 MW {electrical) at least 12 holes are 
required to be in operation at all times, a number 
sufficient to ensure control of gas qualitydespite 
"lifecycle" and random variation between individual 
holes. 

Acceptable pressure drops will be achieved using 
standard, 210 rrm i.d. casing and one inlet (air) 
hole to serve each two outlet holes. 

Subject to confirma.tion by preliminary trials, 
each pair of outlet holes will be parallel and 60 
metres apart with the corresponding inlet hole 
between. Holes will extend 400 metres within the 
coal seam. Output holes will be cased and grouted 
to the point where they enter the coal seam, inlet 
holes will be cased and grouted for 120 metres into 
the coal. Each panel is expected to gasify a strip 
of coal 80 metres wide, 400 metres long and 
containing about 400,000 cubic metres. 

Six panels will be in use at any time and roughly 
two panels will be retired and two comnissioned 
each year. The first panels will be at depth 200 
metres but depths down to 400 metres will be used later. 

Ignition will be by the nreverse combustion linkage" 
method fron1 vertical holes drilled from the surface 
close to the ends of the in-coal inlet and outlet 
holes. 

The coal is 
and 17% ash 
(by weight) 

c 

70% 

sub-bituminous with about 31% moisture 
in situ. The dry, ash free composition 
is: 

0 

24% 

H2 

4% 

s CI 

0.9% 0.5% 

Gas composition (v/v) is expected to be as follows: 

co Hz 
15% 14% 15% 

CH4 
etc. 
2% 

Nz 
54% o. 13% 

The net specific energy of the gas should be about 
980 kJ Kg-1 (dry) and its sodium chloride content 
should be less than 0. 1% by weight. 

Depending on the age of u panel gas exit temperature 
will be 300 to 6000C but will be cooled with a water 
spray to 3000C. 

Operating pressure will be about 16 bar in the 
underground system and 12 bar at the turbine inlet 
in accordance with the specifications of the gas 
turbine sets selected. The gasification pressure, 
16 bars, is amply safe for the minimwn strata cover 
of 200 metres. 

6.4 Detailed Design of Power Plant 

The power plant canprises two standard gas turbine 
sets generating at 11,000 volts, three phases and 
50 cycles with associated control and switch gear 
together with blast booster compressor and gus 
cleaning plant. 

Standard gas turbine sets are designed for 
hydrocarbon fuels and their compressors provide too 
much air for the present service. Air compi.essed is 
used for three purposes. Part is used for combustion 
of the gas produced underground. Part is boosted 
from 12 bars to the 17 bars required for the 
underground system by a separate electrically driven 
compressor. The renainder is surplus and is 
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exhausted through a let-down turbine which assists 
[XJWering the booster compressor. For a larger comn
ercial installation it ma.y be feasible to simplify 
the system by using a custon-built compressor. 

'IWo gas cleaning systefllb were inves:: . ..i..gated. As 
product gas is delivered from underground at about 
3QOOC with 30% w/w of water vapour l1 iere is 
thermodynamic advantage in rernoviny solids with high 
efficiency cyclones and delivering uncooled gas to 
the turbine combustion chaml:::r. However, lx 'Cdu~;e of 
the high chloride content of the codl it is tX)Ssible 
that the salt content of the cleaned gas will 
necessitate limiting the turbine inlet temperature. 
To be conservative it is assumed that turbine inlet 
temperature will be restricted ~0 aoooc. 

The use of water washing towers for removal of both 
solids and salt was also considered. '!'he arrange
ment chosen was selected to minimise the loss of 
temperature and thus naximise thernicdyna.inic effic
iency. Although production of tar in in-situ 
gasification is expected to be low, liberal 
provision is made in the design for treating waste 
water. 

Costs also included provision of transformers, 
switchgear and transmission lines for delivery of 
powertoE.'l'.S.A. 's nain switchyard at 132 kV. 

7 EX:ONCMICS OF LEIGH CllEEK 

The system costed comprised: 

two standard Brown Boveri gas turbine sets 
together with electricity generating control, 
and transmission facilitieG. Ncrninal capacity 
is 35 MW per unit but actual output is 
e>..pected to be 30 MW and 24 MW with wet and 
dry gas cleaning respectively. 

six (initial) gasification panels each 80 X 
400 1netres in size and served by d. single, 
central in-seam air inlet borehol~ and two 
parallel outlet boreholes 30 metres distant 
on either side. 

reticulation pipework and header delivering 
air to and gas from the fXincls. 

off site facilities, buildings etc. 

Capital costs, including all related expenditure up 
to and including corrmissioning were estimited to be 
as tabulated (in Australian money of mid 1983 
value): 

GAS CLEANING SYSTF.M 

Underyround 

Heticulation 

Gas Cleaning 

Machinery, Electrics 

Offsites, Buildings ect 

Engineering, Admin, · 
Licenses, Contingencies to 

TOrAL 
to 

CAPITAL COSTS 
$ millions 

Wet Dry 

5.5 5.5 

4.5 4.2 

9.3 1.1 

25.0 23.9 

16. 1 16. 1 

30.3 24.9 
39.3 to 48.0 

90.7 75.7 
99.7 to 98.8 



Operating costs comprise, in roughly equal 
proportions, personnel costs, maintenance costs and 
the cost of adding new gasification panels as those 
in use are exhausted, as taDulated. 

OPERATING COSTS 
$ million pa 

GAS CLEANING SYSTEM Wet Dry 

Gasification System 2.4 2.0 

Maintenance 3.3 3.3 

Personnel 2.6 2.3 

All Other 0.4 0.4 

'JDTAL 8.7 8.0 

ELECrRICI'rY COST c/KWH 4.4 4.7 
to 4.7 to 5.4 

The cost of electricity tabulated above is the 
"levelised cost" at 70% load factor computed over 
25 years at a real discount rate of 5% pa. 

Considering the small scale of the generating units 
the estimated cost of power produced is considered 
highly promising. 

8 PROPOSAL FOR GASIFICATION TRIAL 

While the outcome of the pre feasibility study is 
.highly favourable, much further 1N0rk is required 
before sanction of a $100 million demonstration 
plant could be contemplated. 

Most important and ~rgent is a clear derronstration 
of the practicality of the intended gasification 
system. The Government of S.A., through 
S.E.N.R.A.C. has funded the definition and costing 
of a suitable trial. Its objectives are: 

to confian information on the generally 
applicable aspects of the in-scam borehole 
system for in-situ gasification (accuracy and 
cost of drilling, pipe wear, borehole liner 
pcrfornance) 

to confirm that burn-back in the inlet bore
holes can be suppressed by injecting liquid 
water in accordance with the patent of the 
Univeristy of Newcastle. 

to evaluate aspects specific to Leigh Creek 
coalfield, particularly gas composition 
including solids and salt loading and the 
perforrrance of gas cleaning equipment, roof 
break and geological and hydrological 
conditions. 

to obtain design data for a corrmerical'scale 
npplications. 

to final design it is proposed that the 
be carried out in Lobe C, Leigh Creek, which 

renotc from existing ond proposed workings. 
inlet and outlet: boreholes would be 25 

api:1.rt and 300 metres long of which 60 metres 
lie within the seam. Air for gasification 

ld be supplied at 1.25 kg s-l ond a pressure of 6 
7S which is appropriate to the depth o[ coal. Gas 
.e would be flared. 

""\::'these conditions 7,000 to 10,000 tonnes of 
• .. f. coal would be gasified in a year's run 
ting a cavity of area 1,000 to 1,500 square 
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metres which is sufficient to evdluate roof fall and 
provide infonna.tion on geological and hydrological 
conditions. If necessary the trial could be exten
ded at the incremental cost of daily operations 
which is not large. 

Such a trial could be completed in about three years 
and would cost about $3.7 millions (1985 money 
value) or perhaps $5 million in "m:iney of the day 11

• 

A similar trial in thicker and deeper coal in Lobe 
13, Leigh Creek might cost 30% nnrc. 

Information is required less urgently in other areas. 

Detailed knowledge of the thickness, depth, and 
quality of coal and the prevalence, throw and 
location of faults is required before the area to 00 
gasified can be selected or the panels laid out. 
Infonnation .in the mechanical characteristics uf the 
roof rock is needed for modelling roof break. 
Information on the pemeability and porosity of coctl 
and the roof rock is needed to asse~s lil<ely changes 
in the water table profile, the feasible range of 
op=rating pressures and the likelihood o( leakage 
of gas to atmosphere. 

Further investigation of gas turbines for use with 
gaseous fuels with low heat value and of "dirty" 
gaseous fuels is needed. The relative merits of gas 
turbines and steam turbines should also be f urtner 
considered. 

9 DE.VELOPMENT PR03RAM-1E 

The major use seen for in-situ gasification in 
Australia is for prcduction of syngas and thence 
synthetic liquid transport fuels. It shvuld be 
useful also for electricity in particulai: locations 
eg S.A. Vigorous developnent is necessar.y to ensure 
the technology will be available when needed, 
probably in the mid-1990s. 

It is proposed that the trial outlined above be 
carried out as soon as practicable. Geological and 
hydrological evaluation of Lobe I3 and investigation 
of nachincry options would proceed simultaneously 
so that on successful compction of the trial late 
in 1989 design and construction oL £.? de;rostru.tion 
electricity plant could corrroencc. In this way son11..~ 
substantial scale practical expcrienc..."l.:""! of the 
technology could be available by 1994 OL 1995 to 
provide a basis for oxygen gasification and 
production of syngas. 

It is noted that the total cost of this ~rograrm}I;;} 
(much of which would be recouped from the $ale of 
electricity) is Smdll relative to one year's 
expenditure by Australia on exploration for oil. 
However, in view of the shortage of d01tlE!stic 
developnent funds it is proposed to invite overseas 
participation. 

10 CONCLUSION 

&1ch Australi..a11 state has large rcserv(:.:s of cuu.l 
suitable for in-situ gasification but urisuitca to 
conventional 1nining at acc01itable cost. 

/\~;surning the prornisP of in-~;iLu CJ<l~;ificat ion wit!J 
oxygen/steam to be fulfil led as oull Lnt:d h1..!1 c~in i l 
will be the cheapest sou1·ce of syns;us and "fit·st <.:db 
off the rank 11 for production of synlhctic trans1x)J t 
fuels when this bccancs nccc~;sar·y, in the 1990s. 

In-situ gasification using air pranises to be a cost 
effective source of electricity in the long term at 
a number of lcoations. Combined cycle (gas turbine 
plus steam turbine) plant 1N0uld be used. '!'his would 



provide large scale experience on which to base oxy
gen gasification for syngas and synfuel production. 

An in-seam parallel borehole system fonned by 
deviated drilling from the surface and operation 
under pressure is the future method. The system 
illustrated in this paper is in advance of anything 
yet developed overseas. It is supported by 
experience available to date. 

'!'he COlll[)utational systan onaly~~i.!:i un,Jer development 
at the University of Newcastle will pcnnit more 
precise extrapolation of design data from field 
tests and hasten corrmerical developnent. 

The deep coal at Leigh Creek is suitable for, and 
would support a 300 MW' corrmercial p:iwer plant. 

A careful study of capital and operating costs 
indicates that a 60 MW" demonstration plant would 
cost $75 to $100 millions, could produce power 
for 4.5 to 5.Sc/KWH and be commerically viable. 

A comnercial scale pilot trial to prove the air 
gasification system proposed for the above plant 
would cost about $5 millions and could be completed 
in three years. 

Several years' experience with a demonstration 
corrmerical scale facility using air for gasification 
is essential before proceeeding to a full scale 
syngas plant using oxygen. Early action will be 
needed if the tehcnology is to be available when 
needed, probably in the 1990s. 

It is proposed that the gasification pilot trial be 
carried out and that the demonstration power plant 
be built on its successful completion. It is noted 
that the costs involved are small relative to 
current expenditure on exploration for oil. In view 
of the shortage of development funds in Australia 
it is proposed that an overseas partner be sought. 
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